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R~: OEM Price List
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Steve Ballmer
J~m Harris
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I have completed my review of Revision 7.0 of the OEM Price List.
There are some fairly major areas of concern that I will
highl~ght below as they affect International. In a~dition, some
minor issues are listed and I will have Carl Stork address them
in more detail in a separate memo.

There are two immediate major a~eas of concern: MS-DOS pricing
and GW-BASIC pricing. As I interpre£ the price list, we have
significantly increased the royalties for DOS and have
significantly decreased the price for GW-BASIC Interpreter. If
we combine the price for the two products, there is very llttle
total chan~e for an OEM who elects to license hg_tdl products.
assume the hnderlylng reason for changing the prices in such a
manner is two fold: I) OEM’s are resisting the high royalties
for GW-BASIC Interpreter and are deciding more and more
frequently not to license on a per system basis; and 2) we feel
that our market strength for MS-DOS is sufficient to charge
prices that are ~ higher than previously.

I agree with the first part in that International OEMs are also
resisting the premium we charge for GW-BASIC compared to MS-
BASIC. Therefore, I am supportive of reducing the prices in
general for GW-BASIC interpreter. However, I feel it is a big
mistake to make as drastic a change as proposed. Rather, I
strongly recommend that we simply adopt the pricing for MS-BASIC
Interpreter and Compiler on version 6.0 of the OEM price list.
Keep the separate uommitment required for GW, but use the
identical royalty structure. Further, do not increase the
royalties for MS-BASIC Interpreter and Compiler as proposed in
version 7.0.

The version 7.0 prlc~ng for GW Interpreter is muuh too low; is an
over reaction~ and, does not really incentivize an OEM to make a
large commitment (the business risk of going from a S20K commit
to a $500K commit ~s not rational compared to obtaining a
S4/system royalty advantage [Sl0/system at S20K commit versus
$6/system at $500K]).
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My recommended pricing for 16-blt language products can be found
in Appendix A, attached.

For MS-DOS, 0EMs will view increasing our prices by 300% as pure
lunacy and ~ rude. I believe that it would polarize our
OEMs to license Concurrent PC-DOS from DRI. Therefore, I
recommend strongly that prices for MS-DOS 2.X and 3.X remain
unchanged from version 6°0.

For MS-DOS 4.0, I think we have an opportunity to raise our
prices. This would be justified on the basis of having a
superior product compared to Concurrent (I hope this is true by
the time 4.0 ships). My recommended price for DOS 4.0 would be
based on the retail list price of the product. Since this is as
yet unspecified, it is difficult to make a concrete proposal;
however, let’s try this:

RRP for DOS 4.0 S2O0

So, the upper bound for per copy pricing at a S20K commit level
should probably be a "distributor" price of $100 ($200 less 50%
discount). PriCes at higher commit levels would be naturally

My recommendation for MS-DOS pricing can be found in Appendix B,
attached.

Other. iSSUeS:

i. 8-blt language pricing is not consistent with 16-blt
language pricing. Let’s make life easy on ourselves and
have some consistency here.

2. We need a policy for OEM pricing for products running in a
LAN.

3. XENIX 286 language pricing (page 13) does not make sense to

4. We need to delete one or more Tools from the price schedule
for Windows TOOLS (page 19) unless we are going to actually
develop the products~

5. I’m not sure about XENIX pricing. It is also much higher
than previously.
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~IP..,ROSOFT COHF]DENTiAL o FOR INERNAL USE ONLY
0~.~ PRICE LIST Ray. 7.0 - 12/!5/64

HICRO~OFT 16-B|T LANGU/~S
RUNNING IN HS-DOS ENV tRONHEHT

(FAHtLY PRICED)

ay     po g !~g 1OK ]OK 62.5K 12PK 250K
H~n Otrly P~t,s - Year ~ 2,~K 7.~ 1~.6~K 5~,25K 62,~0K
Min ~rly ~s - Year 2 ~.OK I~.OK 31.25K 62.~0K 125.~K

~I~O~T ~r ~r ~r ~r ~r ~r ~r ~r ~r Per
P~T ~y Sys ~py ~ Spy Sys* ~py Sys~ ~py
~_. ~lce ~fce Price Price Price Price P~lce Price Prt~ ~lce

I 2 I Z I 2 I 2 I

~,28 {p~kaged} i75.00 140,00 79.50 !22.50 7t,25 101.50 60.75 87.50 5~,75

5.56 (p~kaged) 197.50 158.00 89,50 1~B.25 79.65 I t4.55 67.78 98,75 59.88
~F~T~ (~yal~y) 120.~ 50.~ 102.50 5~.25 81,50 40.~5 67.50

5.2 (p~kaged) 175.00 140.00 80.00 ~22.50 71.25 101.25 60.75 87.50 55.75
HS-PA~ (~y~lty} ~.~ 45.~ 75.~ ~7.50 57.~ 28.90 45.~ 1~.50

3.2 (p~kaged) 150.00 120,~ 75.00 105, O0 67.50 87.00 58.~0 75,00 47.50
MS-~ (royal~y) 2~8,~ ~19.2~ ~5.50 101,75 161.~0 80.75 1~).50 66.7)

1.12 ~pa¢keg~) 550,00 280.00 160.75 245.00 14~.25 ~.00 122.25 175.00 108.25
MS C ~IL~ (~yal~y) 150.~ 75,~ ~27.50 65.75 100,50 50.25 82,50 41.25

1.0 (p~kage~) 225.00 tSO.O0 105,00 t5~.50 9).75 150,~0 80.25 112,50 71
BUS ~GIC ~ 1,10 (packaged) 225.00 180.~ =02.50 157,50 91.25 150.50 77.~5 112.50
N~SORT 1,02 {~yat~y) 56,00 28,00 46,25 25, ~3 ~.55 17,28 26,7~

(packard} 97.50 78,~ 50.~ 58.25 45.1} 56,55 39.28 48,75
~WUTIL. (~yalfy] ~5.00 16,50 25.50 12.75 16.50 8,25 ]0,50 5.25

3,0    (packaged) 75.~ 60.~ 43.50 52.~ 59.75 4},50 }Z.25 57,50 ~2.25
r~l~ {packaged) 125.00 I00.~ 62.50 B7.50 55.25 72,50 48.75 62,50 43.79
~TH (packaged)     ~ i50.00 120.~ 75.~ 105,00 67.50 B7.~ 58,~0 75,~ 47.50

~ MS-~-~SIC INT 2.0 ~0 I0 ~ 3o ~ L~ ~ I~ ~
H~-~SIC ~ 2.0 140 BO 120 ~ ~ 45 60 30 50 25

~e= I, H~-~SIC lnte~re~er end H~SIC ~pller each require ~ s~r~e ~0~0 ~r year
c~l~n~, ~r I~bf+ ~anguages offered under HS-~S ~y ~ ~nclud~ as pa~ of
"F~IIy" wt~h elther H~e~-~SIC /nte~r or H~P~S~C ~lter. T~ ~ mus~ adap~
~ference ~enual te ~ u~d as ~ntotlon for ~helr specific ~rslon.

2. ~ ls Included ,l~h =lJ H~S sof~a~e fo~ deve{o~en~ pu~o~s only; ~ order
license ~ ~ O~ ~us~ ¢o~r~ for ’I~ on ¯ ~para~e basis.

~. ~u~es are ~ available for H~G~SIC In~e~er or M~-~51C ~p!ler.

4. Packaged g~ds are s+e~a~ Mlcrosef~ g~d~ts wl~h MIc~sof~=s standard legc and
peckagf~g, E~h P~kaged ~ucts p~ke~ Includes an obJec~ ~de dlsk~e~ a Banu8l~
binder end pack~lng ~a~lels. The OEM ~us~ p~vlde ~ warranty aed =uppo~ far levels D
and E.
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CPERAT I NG SOFTWARE
(F~ILY AND $i~ARATELY PRICED)


